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Soil-Moisture Properties of Subgrade Soils

DONALD J. JANSSEN AND BARBY J. DEMPSEY

So¡l mo¡sture and matric potential are discussed. The soil-moisture-characteris-
tics curve ¡s explâ¡ned, and lyp¡cal curves for a variety of soils are presented.
These curves are compared. and similarities and differences are emphasized.
Civil engineering uses of so¡l-mo¡sture-characterist¡cs curves are explained, and
examples of applications to eng¡neer¡ng pract¡ce are presented.

Moisture is of primary importance in the perfornance
of a pavement subgrade. The shear strength of soil
is very sensitive to change in rnoisture content.
Black (I) has shown California bearing ratio, vrhich
is a rneasure of relative shear strength, to be
inversely proportional to noisture content (see
Figure 1). Thus, the shear strength of a given
subgrade can be expected to vary as moisture content
changes with clinate.

Thonpson (2) found that thê dynarnic or resilient
rnoalulus of unsaturated soí1s is dependent on ¡nois-
ture content. As the moisture content increased,
the resilient modulus decreased and larger subgrade
deflect.ions that can cause premature pavement fail-
ure r¡rere observed. Again, moisture was shown to
have a detrinental effect on subgrade performance.

Moisture is a major factor in frost heaving.
Taber (3) states that the amount of frost heaving
that takes place is li¡nited by the supply of avail-
able water. This water can either be already
present in the soil or be drawn up from points below
the depth of freezing. However, the rate of erater
flow in an unsaturated soil is controlled by the un-
saturated hydraulic concluctivity, which decreases
substantially with a decrease in ¡noisture content
(4). Therefore, moisture content influences frost
heaving directly as rea¿liIy available water and in-
directly by affecting the unsaturated hydraulic con-
ductivity.

Just aF subgracle-strength properties are inpor-
tant inputs in pavenent design, so should moisture
content and noisture distribution be írnportant in-
puts in subgrade-strength evaluation. Although it
is generally known what the ¡noisture content of a
subgrade ís at conpaction, the field moisture con-
tent after a few years can be completely different.
Dempsey (5) and Janssen and Dempsey (6) have listed
numerous cases in which subgrade soils under in-ser-
vice pavements were at other than optimum moisture
content. It vras found that a significant nu¡nber of
soils r.rith high clay contents were well âbove opti-
mum moísture content.

Subgrade moisture content is a direct function of
clinate and seasonal fluctuations Ín the water table
(5). The determination of subgrade ¡noisture content
and subsequent subgrade strength for use in dlesign
appears to be very complex. A rational approach to
the problen of moisturè predictíon is needed if ex-
pectêal field moÍsture contents are to be in-
corporated into pavernent design.

STUDY OBJECTIVES

3. Compare soil-moisture-characteristics curves
for a sand, a silt, and a clay; and

4. Show how the soil-moisture-characteristics
curve can be used to esti¡nate soil strength and hy-
draulic properties.

MOISTURE POTENTIAL

ft is not surprising that the moisture content of a
compacted subgrade does not remain as compacted at
optinum moisture content. There are many energy
potentials ancl boundary conditions that are
responsible for water movement in a soil. Gravity
potential tries to pulI water down to the static
water IeveI, or water table. Opposing this
potential and trying to keep the wãter in the soil
is the surface tension or matric potential. The
gravity potentiâI being opposecl by the ¡natric
potentíal is shown by the following equation:

H= z+ h (l)

where

H = total soiL-moisture potential or total head,
2 = gravitation potential or position head, and
h = natric potential or pressure head.

l{hen H = 0, there is no moisÈure movement and
equilibrium exists. The matric potentíaI is then
equal to the negative of the gravity potential.

Ì4atric potential is often visualized as a suction
exerted by the soil to pull water up from the water
table. This suction is dependent on the soil pore
geometry or soil matrix--thus, the term matric
potential. The concept of matríc potential is
easier to understand if an analogy is made between
the pores in the soil and capillary tubes (see
Figure 2). !\later ín a narrow tube will rise above

Figure 1, CBR versus mo¡sture content at var¡ous dry densíties.
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oThis study \ras conducted to show how data on

soil-noisture characteristics can be iletermined and
useil ín pavenent soils evaluation. The specific
objectives were to

1. Define the concepts of matric potentiâ1 or
soil suction;

2. Describe the relation expressed by a soil-
moisture-characteristics curve i
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Figure 2. Capillary tubes show¡ng a¡r-water interfaces at d¡fferent rad¡i of
curvature.

MAGNIFIED

Figure 3. Typical soil-moisture-characteristics curve.
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It is the surface tension of the water acting on the
walls of the tube that is holding the water above
the free vrater leveI.

If soil samples at the free water level were
examined, they would be found to be effectively 100
percent saturãted. If the water table were lowered,
the degree of saturation would be founcl to
¿lecrease. This is according to Equation 2, which
indicates that the larger pores would not have
sufficient energy potential or suction to hold water
as the heíght above the water table increased.

SOIL-¡4OISTURE-CHARACTERISTICS CURVE

A graph showing decreasing degree of saturation or
r{rater content with Íncreasing matric potential is
very useful in pavement enginêering' where unsatu-
rated soil strength an¿l behavior are inportant.
Such a graph is called a soil-moisture-characteris-
tics curve. A convenient forn of the graph has
water content on the horizontal axis and the
Iogarithn of matric potential- on the vertical scale
(see Figure 3). Thê logarithmic scale for matric
potential is used to cover a larger range of suction
val-ues while sti1l providing good detail at low
values of suction. It should be noted that the
graph in Figure 3 consists of two curves: (a) a
drying or desorption curve and (b) a wetting or
sorption curve. Because of the complex nature of
soil pore structure' a different curve is obtained
depending on whether thê soil is being wetteil or
dried. This difference is known as hysteresis.
Varíous explanations for moisture hysterêsis can be
found in the literature (7). Generally' the drying
curve is sufficient for most civil engineering uses.

The relation expressed in a soil-noisture-char-
acteristics curve ís a soil property that is of
fundamental importance in the analysis of moisture
equilibrium and fl-ow behavior in soil. Physically,
the curve tells (at any given moisture content) how
nuch energy (per unit quantity of water rernoved) is
required to remove a snall quantity of water fron
the soil. ,Janssen ancl Dempsey (6), Hillel (7), Tay-
1or and Ashcroft (8), Kirkharn an¿l Powers (!), and
Rose (10) have presented detailetl explanations of
how water is held in soil, and Childs (!!) has con-
sidered in great detail the nechanisms by which
water is held in both swelling and nonswelling soils.

The soil-¡noisture-characteristics curve can also
be used to predict unsaturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity (4). Elzeftawy and Dempsey (12) have used
soil-¡noisture-characteristics data along with
measurements of sâturated hydraulic conductivities
(permeabilities) to predict unsaturated hydraulic
conductivities for highway soils. Although this can
be used for co¡nplex transient moisture nodeling,
there can also be simplified applications to civil
engineering problems (12).

croney and others []) have described the methods
used to determine the soil-¡noisture-characteristics
curve. Genera1ly, these rnethods consist of the
tensiometer method' the direct sucÈion metho¿l, the
pressure-plate ¡nethod, and the centrífuge method.
Usuallyr no single method can be used to cover the
entire range of ¡noisture tension. Thusr several
neasurement nethods nay be useil in actual practice.

Figure 4 shows a sirnple tyPe of tensiometer sys-
tem that can be used for the 1ow noisture-tensÍon
range [<I00 kPa (<I bar) ] . The apparatus shown
in Figure 4 consists of a porous plate with its
pores filled with water. The chanber beneath the
porous plate is fillecl with water ancl connected to a
flexible tube that is also filled with water. The
negative head or matric potential is equal to the
distance h between the soil sample and the outflow
end of the flexible tube in Figure 4. The soil-
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the free-water height until an equilibrium condition
is reached. The vrater ín the tube forms a meniscus
at the air-water interface that is approxinately
semicircular in shaPe and ís called the radius of
curväture. The smaller the railius of curvature, the
higher the water will rise in a cäpillary tube. A

similar meníscus anil radius of curvature can forvn ín
the vrater between soil particles. The height of
cäpillary rise can be descríbe¿l nathematically by
the following equation:

h= (2ocoso/7*gr) (2)

where

h = height of capillary rise,
o = surface tensíon of water,
a = contact angle between the wall of the tube

and the surface of the gtaterr
Yvr = unit weight of water,
g = acceleration of gravity, ancl
r = radius of the tube.

I
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Figure 4, Tens¡ometer system.

Figure 5. Testing cell with pressure coupling.

Figure 6. Testing-cell setup,

ûIçt I' t t'-l:.1 1' lrlr-{

noisturè-characteristics curve is determined from
the relation between the water content of thê soil
sanple and the nagnitude of the negâtive pressure
head of the water.

Figure 5 shows a practical ì-aboratory testing
cell that holds a sample r,reighíng about l-00 g.
Pressure rather than suction is applied to the
sanìP1e through a connecting tube on the top of the
cell. The pressure is controlled by a regulator and
measured with a mercury manoneter. This cel1 can be
used for pressures up to 100 kPa (1 bar). A large
number of cells can be put in a relatively small
amount of space (sèe Figure 6). A pressure-p1ate
systen is used for the high prèssure range--i.e., up
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to 1500 kPa (I5 bars). A detailed description of
the testing procedure may be found elsewhere (g).

A useful- sinplification occurs when the soil suc-
tion or matric potential is given ln units of water
head. A suction of 20 cm (0.6 ft) witl lift a
column of water 20 cm above a free water surface.
Therefore, the suction on the noisture-characteris-
tics curve can be equated to the distance above a
water table for equilibríum conditions. In addi-
tion, by use of the soil-moisture-characteristics
curve, it is possible to estimate the equilibrium
moisture content at various positions above the
water table.

COMPARISON OF CURVES

A comparison of typical soil-rnoisture-characteris-
tics curves for a sand, a silt, and a clay--shown in
Figures 7, 8, and 9, respectivel-y--indicate inter-
esting differences. In Figure 7, the sand Iat a
density of L774 kg/nt (110 Ib/fL3 ) I shows a
definite decrease in ¡noisture content over the low
matric-suction rangè, and it has a tendency to ap-
proach a constant moisture content at the higher
suction valuês. It should be noted that the total
change in moisture content over the suction range is
large and a moísture content of less than 5 percent
is reached at about 400 cm (13.1 ft) of head. The
sand loses water readíly at the lower suction values
because of its greater percentage of larger pore
si zes .

fn Figure 8, a Hosmer silt soil Iclassification
A-4, with a density of 1530 kgrlrn3 (94.9 \blft3)l
shows a tendency to re¡nain near the saturation nois-
ture content until a suction head of about 100 cm
(3.3 ft) is reached. The silty soil then shows a
rather large decrease ín moisture content as the
suction increases beyond 1000 crn (32.8 ft) of head.

The Bluford clay soil in Figure 9 [classifica-
tion A-7-6, with a density of 1705 kg/m" (105.7
Lb/fÚ | I tenils to display a gradual and uniforÍt
decrease in moisture content as the matric suction
increases. It is thê distribution of pore sizes in
a soil that is responsible for the shape of the
soil-moisture-characteristics curves noted for the
dífferent soil types.

It is important to note that the silty soil in
Figure I and the clayey soil in Figure 9 do 'not
reach optimum moisture content until a matric suc-
tion greater than 1000 cm (32.8 ft) is reached.
Therefore, for equilibriu¡n conditions, when there is
no tendency for vertical water move¡nent, water con-
tents above optimurn should be expected in Hosrner and
Bluford soils when a shallow water table exists.

Thê shape of the soil-rnoisture-characteristics
curve is important in relatíon to the sensitivity of
a soil to changes in moisture content. It is ob-
served in Figure 8 that the suctíon of the Hosmer
silt soil decreases substantially with å s¡nall in-
crease in moisture content. The Bluford clay soit
shovrs less decrease in suction for a similar in-
crease in moisture content. Since strengths of un-
saturateal soils are directly related to matric suc-
tion, it vrould appear that strength changes in
Hosmer silt would be greater than those in Bluford
clay for si¡nilar changes in moisture content.

APPLICATIONS TO ENGINEERING PRACTICE

Thompson and Robnètt (l,f developed a relation for
determinÍng the resilient modulus of soil by using
volumetric water content in the following linear
regression equation:
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Figure 7. Soil-moisture-characteristics curve for Torpedo sand.
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Figure 8. Soil-moisture-character¡stics curve for Hosmer A silt.

Note: I cm = 0.39 in,
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vJhere

Eri = resilient nodulus (kíps/in2 ) ,
a and b = regression constants, and

0 = volunetric noisture content, given by

0 = *(taltà (4)

where

ç = gravirnetric moisture content,
v¿ = dry unit weight of soil-, and
yw = unit weight of erater.

For B- and C-horizon soils compacted to 95 percent
AÀSHTO T-99 density that have dry densities Iess
than or equal to 1600 kg/m' (I00 |b/ft3 | , a is
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Figure 9, Soil-moisture+haracter¡stic cr¡rve for Bluford B clây.

Note: I cm = O.39 ¡n.
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27.06 and b is -0.524. For B- ancl C-horizon soils
at 95 percent density that have dry densities
greater than 1600 kg/mt , a is 18.18 and b is
-0.404 (14) .

By using Equation 3 and the soil-¡noisture-char-
acteristics curve, it is possible to estimate the
resilient modulus of subgrade soils in the field for
equilibriun ¡noisture conditions. Thê procedure is
denonstrated in the following examples.

Example I

The resilíent tnodulus of a Hoyelton B subgrade soil
compacted aE 1442 kg/mz (90 1b,/ft3) is to be de-
ter¡nined. The lllinois Department of Transportation
Soils Manual (lå) indicates that the wâter table
varies from 30 to 92 cm (I-3 ft) from the surface
during the year. The soil-noisture-characterístics
curve in Figure 10 for Hoyelton B soil [classifica-
tion A-7-6, with a densi.ty of 1442 kg/ms (89.4
1b,/ft3 ) I shows that the equilibrium moisture con-
tênt for a rnatric suction of 30 cm (1 ft) is 30.5
percent. By putting the appropriate data into Equa-
tion 3, the following resilient nodulus is ob-
tained! Erí = 27.06 - 0.524 (30.5) (90/62.4) = a.O
kips/inz.

Example 2

It mäy be of interest to cleterrnine the effect of
lowering the depth of the water table to 122 cm (4
ft) on the resilient modul-us of Hoyelton B by use of
deeper ditches. For a matric suction of ]-22 cn, the
equilibriun ¡noisture content is 28.0 percent and the
resilient rnodulus is as follows: Eri = 27.06 -
0.524 (28.0) 190/62.a¡ = 5.9 kips/ in2. The re-
silient modulus is increased about 48 percent by
lowering the water table 92 cn (3 ft).

Example 3

Elliot B and Hoyelton B soils are to be considered
for use as borrow material for subgrade construc-
tÍon. Both soíls are expected to require drying to
reduce the rnoisture content to optinu¡n. It is de-
sired to determine which soil vri11 dry to optimum
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Figure 10, Soil-moisture+haracter¡st¡cs curve for Hoyelton B so¡1.
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Figure 11. Soil-moisture-charasteristÍcf curve for Ell¡ot B soil.
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moisture content. the quickest for
Fron Darcyrs law,

q = -K(o)vH

where

q = moisture flux¡
K(0) = hydraulic conductivityr which is a func-

tion of moisture contenti ancl
VH = hydraulic head gradient, which nay in-

cluile both matric suction antl gravitational
components.

It is shown that the flux (q) is a function of
the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity tK (0 ) I and
the energy gradient (VH). ff it is assumeil that
both soíLs will display sinilar energy gradients
through the aggregate particles as pulverization oc-
curs, then the ¡noisture flux or drying rate will be
directly proportional to the hydraulic con¿luctivity,
which varies as water content decreases. If the
soils are at optimum ¡noisture content plus 5 percent
at the stârt of the drying process, the average
¡nolsture content when the soils are 50 percent dried
would be optimun plus 2.5 percent. For Hoyelton B
in Figure I0, this is 23.2 percent; for Elliot B in
Figure 1l [classification A-7-5, with a density of
1605 kg./ms (99.5 rb/ft3 ) l, it ís 22.4 percent.

Figures L2 and t3 show hyclraulic conductivity
versus noisture content for these two soils. Frorn
these graphs it can be seen that the unsaturated
conductivity for Hoyelton B at a moisture content of
23.2 percent is 2 x J-0'12 cm/s¡ for Elliot B at a
moisture content of 22.4 percent, the hydraulic con-
ductivity is 1 x 10-e cnls. As (I x 10-")/(2 x
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Grovimetric Woter Content

field compaction. Figure 12. Hydraulic-conductivity curve for Hoyelton B soil.
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Figure 13. Hydraulic-conductivity curve for Ell¡ot B soil.
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10-¡2¡ = 5¡¡, then Ellíot B would be expected to
have a moisture flux about 500 times greater than
that for Hoyelton B and would be expected to dry
considerably faster.

A aletaited descriptÍon of the engineering
properties for the soils used ín this PaPer, along
with soil-moisture-characteristics curves for other
soils, may be found elsewhere (6).

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this studyr the folJ-owíng
conclusions äre Presented!

t. The perfor¡nance of a pavenent subgrade de-
pends greatly on subgrade noisture content because
of íts influence on subgrade strength. By using the
soil-moisture-characteristics curve for the partic-
ular soil and knowing the depth to the water table,
the equilibrium moisture content of the soil can be
predicted.

2. The soil-noisture-characteristics curve can
be helpful in identifying soils that are susceptible
to large changes in noisture content as a result of
changing boundary conditions.

3. The soil-¡noisture-characteristics curve can
be used to predict unsaturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity as a function of ¡noisture content, which is
useful in preclictions of transient moisture content
and frost susceptibility and in evaluations of sub-
grade compaction.

4. The soil-¡noisture-characteristics curve pro-
vides inportant infornation about ¡noisture held in
the soil and ís an i¡nportant aid in the evaluation
of soil ancl material strength for the clesign of
pave¡nent systerns.
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Volume Changes in Compacted Clays and Shales on

Saturation
R.A. ABEYESEKERA AND C.W. LOVELL

The m¡dwestern Un¡ted States has only a l¡mited quant¡ty of so-called swelling
soils. However, substanf¡al volume changes may occur in the compacted clay
and shale embankments ofthe area as they become saturated in the service en-
vironment, Since these deformat¡ons are likely to be the greatest these em-
bankments wilÍ ever exper¡ence, their prediction and control are of consider-
able pract¡cal ¡nterest, To a¡d ¡n the accompl¡shment of this important eng¡.
neering ob¡ective, the results of an extens¡ve study of these volume changes for
laboratory-compacted clays and shales are reported (the study is being extended
to f¡eld-compacted clays). Saturat¡on was accomplished under high back pres-
sures, for e¡ther tr¡ax¡al or consolidation samples, and conf¡nement s¡mulated
various embankment pos¡tions. The volume changes that resulted could be
either increases (swell) or decreases (settlement), depending on the level of
confinement and the compact¡on variables. From such test¡ng, statistically
valid prediction equations were derived in terms of (a) the compacted density
or vo¡d rat¡o, (b) the water content or degree of saturation, and (c) the confin-
ing pressure. These equations show how the volume changes on saturat¡on
can be controlled by appropr¡ately alter¡ng the deta¡ls of the compaction speci-
fication.

Compacted cJ-ays and shales are used in large
guantities in the construction of earth enbankments
and other fill-s. Ensuring the stability of these
structures against a slope failure ís always of
najor concern, and in nost cases it is the sole
criterion taken into consideration in actual design,
which is unfortunate.

The compressibitity and swelling characteristics
of compacted soils ancl shales, particuLarly over the
long term, must also bè taken into considerãtion in
the design phase. These volume changes are
dependent on the compaction variables--e.9.' water
content, dry density, method of compaction, and soil
and/ox shâIe type--and on the confining pressure
under which the fill absorbs vrater. A soil or shale
compacted to a high density and confined under a
relatively low pressure will tend to swell on
saturation. On the other hand, a low-density soil
or shale under a rel-atively high confining pressure
will tend to compress on saturation. Under certain
conditions, a soil or shal-e may not change ín volume
at all on saturation.

Accordingly, it is clear that it is extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to desígn an earth
fill to avoid volune changes in the cornpleted
structure. ?he nost one can do is to place the fill
in such a condition that the cumulative effects of
the differential volune changes are within
"acceptable" limits. To achieve no volu¡ne change on
saturation, one would have to vary the as-compacted
condition of the soil or shale over the depth and
width of the fill-. Although this unconventional
approach is theoretically possible, it is extrenely
difficult to achieve in practice.

This paper cliscusses the volume-change character-
istics of two troublesome fill materials: a highly
plastic clay from St. Croix, rndiana, and a medium-

hard, nondurable shale from the Nevr Providence for-
mation in Indiana. Statistically derived prediction
equations are given in terms of (a) cornpacted den-
sity or void ratio, (b) water conhent or degree of
saturation, and (c) confining pressure for fully
saturated samples. These equations show hovl volume
changes on saturation can be estinated and used in
the design phase to control the cumulative effects
of soil or shale co¡npression and swelling in an
earth fiII.

LITERÀTURE REVIEVI

Swelling Potential

Various systems have been advanced to define the
sweJ-ling potential of soiIs. These systems are
båsed on intrinsic soil properties as well as the
properties of soil in a conpacted state.

Ladd and Lambe (1) suggested a rating system
called potential volu¡ne change, which varied
linearJ-y with the percentage of heave under a
surcharge of 9.5 kPa (200 ]-bf./fÚ), the ptasticity
index of the soil, the water content of the soil at
100 percent relative humidity, and the calculated
percentage of volume change resulting fron drying a
saturated sample fro¡n the field moisture eguivalent
(ASTM D426-39) to the shrinkage limit.

Seed and others (!) defined swelling potential as
"percentage swell of a laterally confined sample on
soaking under [7 kPa] 1 psi surcharge after being
compacted to maxi¡nun density ät optinun moisture
content in the standard AASHO conpaction test. n

They found that the swelling potential is a function
of thé actÍvity of the soil and the percentage of
clay size, and they defined the activity of the soil
as the rate of change of the plasticity index with
clay content rather than the ratío of the plasticity
index to the clay content (3).

Kassif and Baker (4) stated that, for a
quantitative evaluation of the amount of heave under
field conditions, the whole range of volurne change
under various surcharges is required. They
therefore defined swelling potential as the integral
of the swell-pressure curve for the range of
surcharges representing field conditions.

Kassif and others (5r p. 218) and Krazynski (6)
have drawn attention to the numerous and widely
different rnethods that have been proposed and used
for testing and classifying expensive soil-s.

Swelling Behavior

The swelling behavior of partially saturated soils
has been studied extensively l]-,4-231. The factors
that influence swell magnitucle include type and


